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Abstract
This paper describes the concept of using simulation as a tool for performance validation
and energy analysis of HVAC systems. Recent advances in control system technology,
including the development of open protocols such as BACnetTM have made sensor and
control signal information from various components and subsystems in a building more
accessible. This development has created significant potential for improving the
monitoring and supervision of building systems in order to optimize operational
performance. The paper describes one way of making use of this new technology by
applying simulations, configured to represent optimum operation, to monitored data. The
idea is to use simulation predictions as performance targets with which to compare
monitored system outputs for performance validation and energy analysis. The paper
presents results from applying the concepts to a large dual-duct air-handling unit installed
in an office building in San Francisco.

1 Introduction
Significant potential exists with the current technology of energy management and
control systems (EMCS) for monitoring and optimizing building systems during
operation. More effort is spent typically on the design of a system and its
construction/installation than on its operation. Operational optimization of building
systems has traditionally attracted much less attention, and investments made in ensuring
that the systems installed in a building are operating correctly are often relatively small.
Several studies have highlighted operational problems and their potential impact on
energy, maintenance, and comfort. Recent case studies (Herzog and LaVine, 1992;
Claridge et al., 1994) suggest that energy savings of between 15% and 40% could be
made in commercial buildings by closer monitoring and supervision of energy-usage and
related data. An earlier study by Kao and Pierce (1983) showed that sensor faults could
lead to similar levels of energy wastage, in addition to disrupting comfort conditions.
The improvements in the monitoring and supervision capabilities of EMCSs have served
to make operational problems more visible and quantifiable to the industry. An increased
awareness in the industry of the possible benefits from optimizing operations has
consequently led to several national and international research projects in this area. In
particular, the International Energy Agency (IEA) has sponsored two efforts in this area:
Annex 25 (Hyvärinen and Kärki, 1996) and, more recently, Annex 34. These projects
have been largely concerned with developing and applying performance evaluation and
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fault diagnosis methods to the data available on EMCS networks. Other efforts have
employed similar techniques to validate operational performance at the commissioning
phase of a building (Haves et al., 1996a).
One element that is common to many of the methods proposed for fault diagnosis and
performance evaluation is the use of a system model. The majority of methods use a
model of some sort, either explicitly or implicitly, to detect changes in system behavior.
A model may be developed empirically from input and output data sets (training data)
(Lee et al., 1996), from rules (Dexter and Benouarets, 1995), or from physical system
information (Haves et al., 1996b). In practice, the amount of training data required to
identify empirical models reliably may be prohibitive due to time constraints and
limitations in exercising systems across their operating ranges at certain times of the year.
Collecting expert knowledge to initialize detailed rule-based methods can also be difficult
in practice and these models often need supplementing with some physical system
information (Dexter and Benouarets, 1996).
The use of models configured from physical system information can be a more viable
approach, if the information can be obtained easily and is representative of the considered
system. Simulation software that uses models configurable from physical system
information has been evolving steadily over recent years. HVAC component and
subsystem models are now generally well understood and have been the subject of a
number of validation tests (e.g., Clark et al., 1985; Park and Bushby, 1989; Ding et al.,
1990; Ljungkrona et al., 1992). Although simulation has traditionally been a design tool,
the opportunity now exists to extend its use to other life-cycle processes such as
operations.
This paper describes the application of simulation-based validation to a large dual-duct
air-handling unit installed in a large office building in San Francisco. The paper
describes the models used in the simulation and presents results from using data collected
over a one-year period. The configuration requirements of the simulation models
described in the paper are compatible with data model standards currently under
development in the International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI). One project within
the IAI is concentrating on the development of data models for HVAC subsystems, and
air-handling units are one subsystem under consideration.

2 Simulation-Based Validation Methodology
The concept of using simulation for performance validation is analogous to model-based
fault detection. The idea is to compare the behavior of a model with the observed
behavior of a real system. A simulation contains a number of different models that are
linked together to represent a complex system. Individual models within a simulation
may wholly interact with other models, or they may derive some of their inputs or outputs
externally.
Figure 1 shows one way of using simulation for performance validation. In this example,
the idea is to configure the simulation to represent the real system in its correctly
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operating (optimum) mode of operation. Measured inputs to the system under
observation are used as inputs to the simulation, which then makes predictions of the
same variables designated as system outputs. As the simulation represents the correctly
operating system, differences between output predictions and measurements will be
indicative of incorrect or sub-optimal operation.

MEASURED INPUTS

SYSTEM
MEASURED OUTPUTS

PERFORMANCE
VALIDATION

DECISIONS

PREDICTIONS

SIMULATION

Figure 1: Performance validation methodology.
According to a general fault detection and diagnosis framework developed by Rossi and
Braun (1993), the performance validation box in Figure 1 would represent a “classifier”.
The classifier would contain diagnostic logic to determine the cause of any differences
between measurements and predictions and decide what action to take. There are
numerous techniques capable of carrying out these functions, such as: expert rules, neural
networks, fault trees, etc. Instead of attempting to automate the classification task, this
paper describes a different conceptual approach where the simulation acts as a “virtual
system”. The idea is to make this virtual system available to operators so that they may
interrogate it in the same way as they would the real system. The main difference
between performance validation, in this context, and a fully automated fault detection and
diagnosis scheme is that the simulation represents the idealized behavior of the system.
In practice, “ideal” operation may be unachievable in the real system; the simulation
therefore acts as a performance reference, rather than a definite realizable target.

2.1

Usage Scenario

Modern EMCSs have graphical user interfaces that allow the display of real-time sensor
and control signals alongside schematic diagrams of the system. In addition, most
systems have the facility to produce trend plots of particular variables or derived
quantities. Although techniques for characterizing and visualizing system performance
are evolving (Austin, 1997), operators lack a means by which to assess whether the
system is actually performing as it should.
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A simulation configured from design information and based on the use of idealized
models will predict ideal, or optimum, behavior, which may act as a reference or
performance target. Ideally, simulation would run as a process on the control system
network, so that simulation predictions would be available to building operators in
addition to the monitored values. In effect, the simulation would represent a virtual
system running in parallel to the real system. It would then be possible to apply any
analysis technique to both the real and simulated data so that performance references are
available at each level of system interrogation. Examples of derived quantities that
would be particularly useful for performance assessments are the energy use of different
HVAC subsystems, control loop errors, etc.

3 Description of Test System
Figure 2 shows the dual-duct air-handling unit used to demonstrate the potential of using
simulation as a performance validation tool. In the unit, control dampers, incorporating
an economizer, mix return-air from the building with outside-air in order to maintain a
fixed mixed-air temperature setpoint. A large supply fan blows the mixed-air through
both the hot- and cold-deck ducts. The control of the supply fan maintains the average of
the hot and cold ducts at a fixed static pressure setpoint. The supply fan speed varies in
order to counteract changes in duct system resistance brought about by dampers opening
and closing in VAV terminal units. Two fans installed in the return duct have their
speeds tracked to the speed of the supply fan. The hot and cold ducts each house a heat
exchanger with controllers configured to maintain fixed setpoints by modulating control
valves. The hot duct heat exchanger has a two-port valve and the cold duct a three-port
valve. The air-handling unit has the capacity to deliver 74kg/s of air and provide 850kW
of heating and 1260kW of cooling.
A relatively small number of sensors were used in the evaluation and these are indicated
in Figure 2 as boxes containing either a “T”, meaning temperature, or an “H”, meaning
relative humidity. “P” denotes a static pressure sensor, and these were used in the fan
control loop but not in the performance evaluation. The sensors were installed
specifically to facilitate energy analysis; however, they replicate the EMCS sensors and
represent a reasonably standard level of instrumentation for equipment of this type.
The building in which the air-handling unit is installed is located in central San Francisco
and has recently been the subject of a major demonstration of the BACnet
communication protocol (ASHRAE, 1995). Retrofits in the building have led to the
upgrading of several control-systems to include BACnet compliant devices allowing
interoperability between products from different manufacturers.
A recent analysis (Diamond et al., 1998) showed that the enhancements made to the
control system have resulted in significantly improved potential for operator supervision
of the HVAC devices. In particular, operators indicated that they felt better able to
interrogate the system and locate problems in response to complaints from building
occupants. However, the analysis also revealed that the EMCS was not being used to its
full potential. The main concern of operators was to maintain occupant satisfaction; the
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performance of the system in terms of energy and maintenance was less important.
Availability of performance targets may help to improve operator supervision in these
respects. In all but the severest cases, the operators were not aware when the system was
operating sub-optimally.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the dual-duct air-handling unit.

3.1

Control Strategies

The temperature control strategy for the air-handling unit, described below, is the
strategy that was effective during the period covered by the monitored data used in the
analyses. Note that the setpoints for the heating, cooling, and mixing subsystems are not
scheduled. At the time of writing this paper (November, 1998), there were plans for
several further enhancements to the control strategy, including setpoint scheduling, night
setback, and optimal start and stop.
•

•
•

Economizer:
- dampers modulated to maintain 12.8°C when fans are running
- movement direction of dampers determined by a temperature economizer
- a minimum fraction of outside air is ensured by limiting damper ranges
Cooling coil:
- chilled-water valve modulated to maintain a setpoint of 13.3°C
Heating coil:
- steam-heating valve modulated to maintain a setpoint of 33.3°C
5

•

Warm-up mode (instigated for return air temperatures below 15.6°C):
- chilled-water valve closed
- economizer operated to provide 100% return air
- hot-deck temperature setpoint changed to 37.8 °C

The fan control-loop regulated the variable-frequency drives in order to maintain the
average of the hot- and cold-deck static pressures to a setpoint of 249 Pa. A high limit
was set on the static pressure of 1992 Pa, at which point the fans would cease to operate.
During the warm-up period, the controller modulated the fans to maintain 249 Pa in the
hot deck only. All local-loops in the control strategy used PI algorithms for modulation.

4 Description of Simulation
The MATLAB programming environment was used to develop a simulation of the dualduct air-handling unit.
The simulation comprised several subsystem models,
interconnected in a similar fashion to the real components. Figure 3 shows a block
diagram of the simulation. A modular framework formed the basis of the simulation
model development whereby each specific model was a self-contained object derived
from a generic class-type. The configuration data of each model were determined
according to standards under development IAI.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of simulated dual-duct air-handling unit.

4.1

Boundary Conditions

Selection of which monitored inputs to drive the models and which monitored outputs to
use as comparison variables fundamentally affects the detail in which performance
6

validation may be carried out. The selected inputs and outputs define a boundary
encompassing the treated subsystems and components. With the simulation configured to
represent optimal operation, discrepancies between simulation predictions and monitored
data indicate sub-optimal operation in the “system” within this boundary. In the example
considered here, measurements of the control-signals to the coil and mixing box
subsystems were not available. The simulation thus included the local-loop controllers in
order to predict the control signals, based on monitored setpoints. Hence, de-coupling of
controller and subsystem performance is difficult without additional information.
One limitation of modeling the local-loop controllers in the simulation rather than using
monitored control signals is that changes in the relationship between control signals and
output capacities of the different subsystems are not easily detected. Problems that fall
under this category are heat exchanger fouling, sensor drift, valve/damper leakage, etc.
However, it becomes possible to detect these problems when changes in subsystem
capacities cause setpoints to be unattainable. Certain subsystem problems thus become
more evident when control signals saturate at their upper or lower limits. Control signal
saturation therefore effectively de-couples the controller from the observed process.

4.2

Component and Subsystem Models

The models used in the simulation were adapted from static component model functions
used in the simulation programs HVACSIM+ (Clark, 1985) and TRNSYS (e.g. Fiscal et
al., 1995). Object specifications for air-handling units, currently under development in
the IAI, formed the basis of the model data structures. All data elements required to
configure the simulation are currently being included in version 3 of the IFC
specifications.

4.3

Controllers

PI algorithms were used to control the heating and cooling coils and the mixing-box in
the simulation. The velocity form of the PI algorithm was used to simplify protection
against integral wind-up. The mixing-box controller also incorporated a temperaturebased economizer to determine the direction in which to move the dampers. The
sequences of operations were set up in the simulation according to the schedule described
in Section 3.1. The Ziegler-Nichols open-loop method was used to tune the controllers,
based on information obtained from regions of highest gain for each controlled
subsystem.

4.4

Dynamics

Digital filters were used to produce dynamic behavior in the simulation, as illustrated in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Method of incorporating dynamics in the simulation models.
Filters were applied to outputs at the subsystem model level to minimize the number of
parameters. Adoption of this approach meant that the dynamics of the constituent
components were effectively lumped together. First-order filters were applied to the fans,
while second-order filters were applied to the coil subsystem and mixing-box models.
The fans thus required just one time constant parameter, while each coil subsystem and
mixing-box model required two time constants. Time constant estimates were not tuned
for the considered system, default values were used obtained from tests of typical
behavior (e.g., Buswell et al., 1997).

4.5

Solution of Simulation Equations

The static model functions for the fan and heat exchanger (in cooling mode only)
required iteration to obtain solutions for a given set of inputs. In these cases, the NewtonRaphson method was used to find a solution based on a convergence tolerance set equal
to the machine precision. It was possible to solve all other static functions in the
simulation without iteration. Euler integration was used to find a solution for the
dynamic equations as shown below.
∆t
∆t
) y (t ) + u ( t )
τ
τ

FIRST-ORDER:

y (t + ∆t ) = (1 −

SECOND-ORDER:

v ( t + ∆t ) = v ( t ) +

∆t
[u(t ) − y(t ) − (τ 1 + τ 2 )v(t )]
τ 1τ 2

y (t + ∆t ) = y (t ) + ∆tv (t )

(1)

(2)

(3)

where τ is the time constant for the first-order equations, and τ1 and τ2 are time constants
for the second-order equations, u(t) is a scalar output of the static model, y(t) is the
dynamic output, and v(t) is an auxiliary variable. The integration time-step (∆t) was
determined so that it was a sub-multiple of the sampling period of the monitired data and
was a maximum of one tenth of the smallest time constant.

5 Results
Data were available for the considered air-handling unit covering a period of three years,
from 1995 to 1998. The evaluation involved using simulation to validate performance
during normal operation periods and to detect operational disruptions during one of these
years (1997).
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5.1

Performance Indices

Only design and commissioning data from the considered building were used to
configure the simulation. Operational measurements of system inputs and outputs were
not used to tune the simulation. The objective was therefore to determine whether a
simulation of this sort could form the basis of a diagnostic tool in the sense of providing
performance targets.
The simulation used measurements of temperature and relative humidity in the real
system as inputs to the subsystem models. In order to assess performance, indices related
to energy transfer were calculated. Changes in enthalpy and the airflow rate predicted by
the fan model in the simulation were used to calculate heat-transfer rates for the three
main subsystems in the air-handling unit:
Pr = (hin − hout )m&ˆ

(4)

Ps = (hin − hˆout )mˆ&

(5)

where Pr and Ps are heat-transfer rate estimates for the real and simulated subsystems
respectively, hin and hout are the inlet and outlet enthalpies associated with a subsystem
and m̂& is the air flow rate predicted by the fan model. Note that the measured inlet
enthalpy and predicted outlet enthalpy were used to calculate the power for each
subsystem in the simulated system.

5.2

Normal Operation

Typical daily profiles of the heat-transfer rates in each of the subsystems are shown in
Figure 5 for the cooling coil, Figure 6 for the heating coil, and Figure 7 for the mixingbox. In each graph, the simulation predictions are shown as solid lines while the system
heat-transfer rates are denoted by dashed lines. The x-axis shows the 24-hour time
during each day. Selection of the days represented by each profile was arbitrary from
data gathered during 1997. The cooling coil profile is for a day at the end of March, the
heating coil profile for a day at the end of January, and the mixing-box profile is in the
middle of April. Note that for the majority of the time, the mixing-box controller
positioned the dampers to provide full outside air. Very few days showed damper
movement, due to the temperate climate of San Francisco and the mixing-box controller
setpoint of 12.8°C.
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Figure 5: Heat-transfer rate day profile of the cooling coil subsystem.
Figure 5 shows that the biggest differences between the simulation and system occur in
the first part of the day. There appears to have been a delay in the system before full
activation of the cooling coil, and this was a consistent problem throughout the data.
Examination of building procedures and operational schedules revealed that the cooling
coil valve was manually isolated during the warm-up period of the building. The
discrepancies between the simulation and system could therefore be due to delays in the
operators activating the cooling valve. If the reason for the initial differences was that the
cooling valve was isolated for too long, this also implies that the coil valve was leaking to
some extent. The heat-transfer rate during the possible valve-isolation period was around
one-fifth of the average cooling effect for the considered day. There was a good match
between the simulation predictions and real data for the rest of the day.
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Figure 6: Heat-transfer rate day profile of the heating coil subsystem.
The heating coil performance matches the simulation more closely than did the cooling
coil. Figure 6 shows that the initial transient response of the system is faster than that of
the simulation. The reason for this is not clear, but it may have been due to an operator
(or automated) override of the controller in the real system to force the valve to the fully
open position immediately on start-up. The daily profile appears to be relatively flat in
the simulation, whereas the system exhibits more load variation. This may have been due
to poor (sluggish) control in the system evidenced by what appears to be a slow
oscillation in the first half of the day, or an unmeasured disturbance.
The daily profile for the mixing-box in Figure 7 shows good consistency between
simulation and system heat-transfer rates. Note that the absolute difference between the
enthalpy of the outside air and mixed air was used to calculate the heat-transfer rate. The
absolute value was used in order to account for the case when the dampers change
direction due to the economizer controller. One feature to note is that before the dampers
start to modulate (at 9 hours), the system shows a higher heat-transfer rate than the
simulation. This is a persistent characteristic throughout the data and was probably due
to return air leaking through the dampers even when the mixing-box was set to provide
full outside air. Similarly, leakage through the outside air damper is evident during the
latter half of the day, where the simulation predicts greater heat-transfer.
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Figure 7: Heat-transfer rate day profile of the mixing-box subsystem.

5.3

Abnormal Operation

In this section, the simulation was used to detect periods of abnormal operation in the
data. Detection was possible by contrasting the observed behavior with ideal behavior of
the simulation.
Figure 8 shows a period during the operation of the heating coil where abnormal
operation was apparent. The figure shows two daily profiles, one normal day and one
abnormal. Note that the heat-transfer rate is fluctuating quite significantly in the system.
There are two distinct periods in the abnormal day where the heat-transfer rate dropped to
near zero. It is likely that the problem was due to disruptions in coil steam supply. These
disruptions could have been the result of temporary interruptions in the boiler or pumping
system operation.
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Figure 8: Heating coil subsystem abnormality.
Figure 9 shows a comparison between the mixing-box in the simulation and system
during a day when large discrepancies existed. This type of difference was typical
throughout the majority of the data used in the evaluation. The figure shows significantly
more heat-transfer to the outside air from the return stream in the system than in the
simulation. The most obvious reason for this is that the return air dampers in the mixingbox were leaking. Some leakage through air dampers is common in practice, but the
actual extent of leakage was quite significant in the monitored system. For the one-year
of data used in the evaluation, an average of 35% too much heat was transferred to the
supply air.
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Figure 9: Mixing-box abnormality.
Figure 10 shows the performance of the cooling coil subsystem over a period of two
days. The first day shows a reasonably good match between the simulation and system,
although, as in Figure 5, there was a delay in the activation of the cooling coil. By
contrast, there are significant discrepancies on the second day between the system and the
simulation. It appears that the cooling coil is operating below its ideal capacity except for
a short period in the middle of the day. There are a number of possible reasons for this,
such as a chiller or pump failure, inadvertent change in setpoint, manual override, etc. It
was not possible to confirm the exact reason for the behavior, but it is clear that some
problem existed in the system.
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Figure 10: Cooling coil abnormality.

5.4

Energy Analysis

In addition to facilitating daily performance tracking, it is possible to use the simulation
to evaluate longer-term energy use in the monitored system. This section compares the
energy use of the system and the simulation over a one-year period.
Figure 11 shows the energy use breakdown for the three subsystems in the air-handling
unit. The figure shows that all subsystems have higher heat-transfer rates in the real
system than in the simulation. The most noticeable difference is the amount of energy
transferred to the supply air by the mixing-box, with significantly more energy
transferred in the real system than in the simulation. As explained previously, this was
most likely due to leakage through the return air damper. Table 1 lists the potential
savings in the real system, based on the assumption that the simulation represented an
optimum level of performance.
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Table 1: Annual energy use in system and simulation.
Subsystem

Cooling Coil
Heating Coil
Mixing-box

Annual Energy Use
(MWh)
Simulation
System
128
146
571
679
24
201

Potential Savings By
Optimizing Each Subsystem
(MWh)
(%)
18
12
108
16
177
88

Note that cost benefits are more directly attributable to the heating and cooling savings,
whereas any changes in the mixing-box energy do not affect cost directly but affect the
loads of the heating and cooling coils. Since the simulation was operated using sensors
that isolated each of the three subsystems, the real mixed air conditions were used as
inputs to the heating and cooling coil subsystems in the simulation. This meant that the
leaking mixing-box also influenced the energy use predicted in the simulation for the
heating and cooling coils.

Figure 11: Annual energy comparisons in simulation and system subsystems.
In order to establish the effect of the leakage in the mixing-box on the heating and
cooling energy, the simulation was re-configured to use the simulated mixed air
conditions as inputs to the coils. Table 2 lists the results from re-running the simulation
in this way. These results show that the leaking mixing-box reduced the load on the
heating coil, but increased the load on the cooling coil. Hence, although a reduction of
16% in the energy use of the heating coil subsystem was possible by improving its
control and operation, these savings reduce to 6% by eliminating the leakage in the
16

mixing-box. Conversely, energy savings from improving the cooling coil subsystem
increase from 12% to 46% by fixing the mixing-box. Since cooling energy is more
expensive than heating energy, these potential savings are economically significant.
Table 2: Results of running simulation with predicted mixed air conditions
Subsystem

Cooling Coil
Heating Coil

Annual Energy Use
(MWh)
Simulation
System
80
146
640
679

Potential Savings By
Optimizing All Subsystems
(MWh)
(%)
66
46
39
6

6 Conclusions
This paper has described an approach to performance validation based on simulation
developed using simplified models. Using simplified models reduced the number of
configuration parameters in the simulation. The objective was to use models
configurable from data made available in the building life-cycle processes preceding
operation. The simulation models were developed in-line with object and data
specifications currently under development in the IAI.
Operating data collected from a large dual-duct air-handling unit installed in a large
office building in San Francisco was used to demonstrate the performance validation
potential of the techniques. It was shown how daily trend-plots comparing heat-transfer
performance of the simulation and real system could reveal anomalies in system
operation. Although there were only a small number of sensors installed in the real
system, there was sufficient information to isolate the performance of three subsystems in
the air-handling unit: heating coil, cooling coil, and mixing-box. Periodic disruptions
were evident in the operation of the coils as well as control problems (manual and
automatic). The simulation also allowed detection of leakage through the return dampers
in the mixing-box.
The paper showed how simulation could be used to assess performance over an annual
period. By assuming the simulation represented the optimum level of performance, it
was possible to calculate statistics to predict the potential improvement possible for each
air-handling unit subsystem. In this exercise, it was shown that 88% too much heat was
being transferred in the mixing-box because of the leaking return-air damper. In the
heating coil 16% too much heat was estimated as being transferred in the real system,
while the coiling coil was estimated as 12% in excess. The effect of the mixing-box
leakage on the heating and cooling energy was investigated by running the simulation
using predicted, rather than measured mixed air conditions. Results showed that the
mixing-box leakage reduced heating load and increased cooling load. Total potential
savings in cooling energy were approximately 46%, while total heating savings were
relatively small at 6%.
In order for simulation-based validation techniques to be viable, the configuration process
has to be both accurate and not too labor-intensive. Data interoperability is an enabling
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technology in this respect, which allows system information to pass from one life-cycle
process to another, thereby simplifying the accumulation of simulation information at the
operations phase. There is a need for further work in this area, and new applications,
such as performance validation, have the potential to increase momentum by fostering
applications-driven incentives. Further work is also required to develop ways of
characterizing and visualizing HVAC system performance. The paper described how to
use the simulation as a performance validation tool, but did not develop ways in which to
perform the validation in detail, an area still needing significant work.
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